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Dear Committee Members,
Now that we have had the opportunity to visit all the candidates this would be a good time to
summarize our fresh thoughts.  As before, the survey (attached)  is framed in straight yes/no type
responses.

Is next week (any day between 21-23) OK for everyone to have a quick <30min conference call for
wrap things up?
Thanks
John.
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SURVEY: 10-14-09

Dear Committee Members,

Now that we have had the opportunity to visit all the candidates this would be a good time to summarize our fresh thoughts.  As before, the survey below is framed in straight yes/no type responses. 


Of the 4 candidates have you observed anything that would lead you to disqualify any of them? Check one for each candidate.


Hale: 

_______YES ; _________NO


Edme:     
_______YES ; _________NO


Brown: 
_______YES ; _________NO


Kimbeng: 
_______YES ; _________NO


If yes, briefly indicate the major concern.


How do you rank the candidates? Check one for each candidate.


Brown: 
First_______;   Second_________ Third_______;   Fourth_________

Hale: 

First_______;   Second_________ Third_______;   Fourth_________


Kimbeng: 
First_______;   Second_________ Third_______;   Fourth_________


Edme: 

First_______;   Second_________ Third_______;   Fourth_________


What were the major STRENGTHS/WEAKNESSES of each candidate?


BROWN: Strengths: 


BROWN: Weaknesses:


EDME: Strengths: 


EDME: Weaknesses


KIMBENG: Strengths: 


KIMBENG: Weaknesses:


HALE: Strengths: 


HALE: Weaknesses


Additional Comments: 


Thanks everyone for the time and input. This survey will be useful in satisfying HR requirements from us. 


Thanks again 


John. 
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